Patent searching
with Inspec
The Inspec Database is your premier non-patent literature (NPL) source for:
	prior art, state-of-the-art and current awareness searches
	sourcing documents for opposing or challenging the validity of patents
	assessing who is working with whom for due diligence searches.

www.theiet.org/inspec

The Inspec Database is vast and growing at a rapid pace. It
covers 4,200 journal titles and 3,000 additional publications. The
introduction of the Inspec Archive means you can now search
over 100 years worth of prior art records from the world’s technical
and scientific literature in physics, computing, control engineering,
electronics, electrical engineering, information technology,
manufacturing, production and mechanical engineering.
As you’d expect from such a comprehensive
resource, Inspec contains a treasure chest
of fascinating patent information which is
characteristically easy to search.

Locate prior art
Use Inspec to locate prior publications for
patent novelty searches, validity attacks and
opposition searches. In many technologies,
journal articles and conference papers
describe technology up to 6 months before
a patent application is published.

Search using IPC codes
The Inspec implementation of International
Patent Classification (IPC) codes is a
valuable tool for the prior art searcher,
allowing the ready clustering of relevant
non-patent literature within the same familiar
code structure used for patents. Use this
functionality for Inspec records all the way
back to 1969.

Access state-of-the-art reviews via
Inspec treatment codes
Use the Inspec Treatment Codes for
General Review and/or Bibliography to
locate papers describing the state-of-the-art
in a given technology.

Discover sleeping beauties
Find long lost or overlooked technology
descriptions (“Sleeping Beauties”), the

fundamental science now lost from current
editions of textbooks and passing references
to ideas – all of which could prove useful
in challenging a patent’s validity on the
grounds of novelty or obviousness.

Avoid re-inventing the wheel
Avoid repeating research already carried
out, i.e. avoid “re-inventing the wheel”, and
hence save on research and development
spending. Identifying what has been done
in the past may also avoid costly litigation in
the future.

Solve technical problems
Benefit from others’ solutions to technical
problems or maybe read discussions of what
did not work! Only 5 per cent of patented
inventions lead to products. Reviewing the
non-patent literature in the Inspec Database
may lead to workable solutions.

Identify potential licensees
Use Inspec to keep abreast of potential
patent licensing opportunities by setting
up a current awareness profile (also known
as SDI or an Alert) on your research topic.
An unknown competitor may describe
your patented technology in the literature!
A current awareness search based on the
Inspec Treatment Code for ”New Products”
may also identity potential licensees.

Find out who’s who
Use analysis of the Corporate Source
information recorded for Inspec records to
establish who is working with whom, and
who may actually own a technology. This
is especially useful within an intellectual
property due diligence search when one
must establish whether a target organisation
is worth the asking price.

Gain competitor intelligence
Identify a new player in the marketplace or
maybe a new application of an established
technology. Use analysis of the Author
information recorded for Inspec records to
identify an expert who could be approached
to help in the case of patent validity or
patent opposition attacks.

Patent documents
within Inspec
The Inspec Database contains over 20,500
records with abstracts for selected UK and
US basic and equivalent patents in the
fields of physics, electronics, computing and
control which were published from 1968
to 1976. As the original patent publication
numbers are also included, it is possible
to locate an English-language equivalent
patent for a non-English language original.
The presence of fully searchable abstracts
together with Inspec Thesaurus and
Classification terms allow retrieval of patents
that may pre-date those found in traditional
patent sources.

Patent example
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880550
1976-003
Signal transmission system
de Niet, E.
Patent
3906154
US Philips Corp, USA
20 Nov. 1973
7216026 , Netherlands
25 Nov. 1972
16 Sept. 1975
English
This system comprises a transmitter conveying a high frequency signal, a transmission
channel having a limited bandwidth and a receiver. The transmitter includes a store
having an output which conveys in a cyclical manner in signal repetition periods the
h.f. signal to be transmitted, and a circuit through which the store is connectable to
the transmission channel during cyclically occurring relatively short time durations.
The receiver comprises a store connectable to the transmission channel for cyclically
meshing storage of the transmitted signals
Practical
Coincidence circuits; counting circuits; digital communication systems; digital storage
Transmitter; transmission channel; receiver; cyclically meshed signal storage
B6240 Transmission line links and equipment
H04B03/00 Line transmission systems
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